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good Monday morning to you welcome to                                           
Aston theologian glad you are with us                                           
today as we come together to take your                                          
biblical theological and worldview                                              
questions excited to do it maybe you                                            
were able to join us over the weekend                                           
and we discussed Peter in prison in our                                         
Sunday school time we discussed Jesus as                                        
our bread and a bread of life in the                                            
sermon time if you missed uni those go                                          
back catch the archives and coming soon                                         
you'll be able to catch the podcast                                             
where you can podcast a series or you                                           
can podcast just the Sunday morning                                             
sermons or you can podcast just the ask                                         
the theologian so much that's going on                                          
and that's about to come to you and                                             
we're excited about that                                                        
and I am also excited I don't even think                                        
it's on the website yet but it will be                                          
today and that is a teacher's guide to                                          
the book of Galatians available on                                              
dispensational publishing a brand-new                                           
book we put out by Lee ahlstrom for                                             
those of you who are Bible study                                                
teachers and want to use it in a group I                                        
hope you'll check that out later on                                             
today at dispensational publishing                                              
dot-com well let's just jump right into                                         
your questions but let's not jump into                                          
your questions one thing I want to say                                          
first is thank you to those of you out                                          
there who are veterans of the United                                            
States military god bless you for your                                          
service                                                                         
yeah you did it either out of a out of a                                        
calling or out of obedience whichever                                           
one it was you did it nonetheless and I                                         
appreciate that god bless you by the way                                        
I went to last night to see the movie                                           
Midway and it like most movies has a few                                        
cuss words in it outside of that I think                                        
it's a fairly clean movie and really I I                                        
hope the history is right on it I did                                           
not go back to check it all the history                                         
is right but it really tells you what a                                         
wonderful work that generation of boys                                          
did really to save the world I mean we                                          
call them the greatest generation                                               
because really nothing comes close to                                           
what those boys did in saving our world                                         
and                                                                             
you can't watch that without thinking                                           
about the whiners that have been in                                             
every generation sent in the sixties in                                         
the 70s in the 80s and the 90s and the                                          
zeroes and the teams and you've got all                                         



of these you know they've whined because                                        
they broke a nail and these were 18 19                                          
20 year old boys who are saving the                                             
world so if you're into military movies                                         
they go to the theater and it's the                                             
Midway a pretty good                                                            
pretty good movie honoring those of the                                         
World War two generation not many left                                          
and God bless each one of you who have                                          
served in our United States military or                                         
are serving in our United States                                                
military on this Veterans Day 2019 god                                          
bless you now let's get into our                                                
questions and we will start with let's                                          
see let's start with Bev up in Wisconsin                                        
good morning Bev and the question is                                            
about eminency the doctrine of eminency                                         
why does it make people so angry well                                           
let let me work my way into answering                                           
that question first of all I think you                                          
could just say the doctrine of                                                  
fill-in-the-blank why does it make                                              
people so angry the truth is that                                               
doctrine makes people angry they're okay                                        
with a little kumbaya moment they're                                            
okay with you know holding hands loving                                         
each other and love God and love others                                         
and see you at the top all that kind of                                         
stuff people are good with but the                                              
moment you bring in doctrine doctrine                                           
always divides doctrine has always                                              
divided and doctrine will always divide                                         
and if there's someone out there who                                            
thinks boy if we just teach doctrine                                            
that's going to bring us all together                                           
that's really not true                                                          
if if you teach doctrine it's going to                                          
to divide some people out there are                                             
going to be some people for example we                                          
could take my local church or any local                                         
church there is or any ministry our                                             
ministry or another ministry and you can                                        
see that not everybody wants to go to                                           
this church and the reason not everyone                                         
wants to go to this church is we have                                           
some doctrines that divide people                                               
out of this church and they say no thank                                        
you I'm not interested in that doctrine                                         
as someone who is the Calvinist for                                             
example they they don't go to our church                                        
they write me dirty letters so they get                                         
very angry at things like this doctrine                                         
that divides and it always has divided                                          
we used to we used to see that really is                                        
a good thing we said Methodists are                                             
different than Baptists and they should                                         
be divided and Lutheran's are not                                               
Methodist or Baptist and they should be                                         
divided and we looked at all that and                                           
saw that as a healthy thing then came                                           
the ecumenical movement and and said and                                        
I suppose you know honestly Billy Graham                                        



was probably the greatest promoter of                                           
this that there was said let's all get                                          
together in one big crusade and let's                                           
bring the Methodists and the Lutheran's                                         
and the Baptist and the Catholics all                                           
together and let's be one big happy                                             
family and it seemed like such a good                                           
thing but the truth is we set aside                                             
doctrine in order to do that now that's                                         
just general on doctrine if you want to                                         
see if doctrine divides just go to our                                          
YouTube channel and read the comments                                           
that's all you got to do and I have told                                        
you all who are regular listeners before                                        
I don't monitor those comments I don't                                          
go back through them I'd spend full time                                        
if I did and the other thing I don't do                                         
is close the comments off as a matter of                                        
fact I have a very poor view of those                                           
who closed comments off I think that                                            
there's at least ought to be an                                                 
opportunity for people to banter back                                           
and forth there and I figure well if                                            
someone gives a loonie comment or an                                            
unbiblical comment there's somebody else                                        
who comes along and gives a good comment                                        
so I'm just gonna leave it out there and                                        
and let let you all take care of it now                                         
let's get more specific to this question                                        
the doctrine of imminency the doctrine                                          
of eminency is the idea that Christ                                             
could return at any time why would that                                         
doctrine divide you would you would                                             
think hey doc Christ coming anytime this                                        
is a wonderful thing but here's the                                             
reason that that doctrine divides and I                                         
suppose probably Biff you've had some                                           
kind of                                                                         
conversation with someone or you've seen                                        
something online and there's there's                                            
been some specifics to this and I may                                           
not be speaking to the specifics                                                
obviously because I don't know the                                              
context but the doctrine of eminency                                            
requires a certain eschatological that                                          
is in times worldview the doctrine of                                           
imminence V requires that you be as I am                                        
a pre-tribulational premillennialists                                           
and outside of pre-tribulational                                                
premillennialism there really is no no                                          
room for the doctrine of imminence e                                            
that means all the amillennialist which                                         
is most of reformed world and the                                               
Catholic world they're all going to put                                         
that aside all the post millennialist                                           
s-- which is a growing group of people I                                        
actually think it's the biggest group of                                        
people out there growing they don't call                                        
themselves post millennialist anymore                                           
but they're building the kingdom and                                            
that it doesn't work there because we                                           
haven't built the kingdom boy if we have                                        



built a kingdom what a lousy job we have                                        
done we have been utterly inept at                                              
building the kingdom and Southern                                               
Baptists by the way if I can speak to                                           
you for 30 40 years you have been                                               
advancing the kingdom and building the                                          
kingdom and kabooms flax oh you haven't                                         
even put a brick down I mean come on                                            
billions of dollars millions of people                                          
in effort 14 15 thousand churches on it                                         
and you haven't even got a brick in the                                         
kingdom yet maybe you ought to just quit                                        
smoking whatever you're smoking and                                             
start reading the Bible and realize                                             
you're not advancing the kingdom                                                
you haven't even mixed the mortar yet                                           
you hadn't done squat in it your                                                
theology is wrong so if you're going to                                         
build the kingdom then Christ can't come                                        
until it's built he comes to receive his                                        
kingdom under that idea so all of these                                         
doctrines if you start talking imminency                                        
none of the Calvinists like you if you                                          
start talking imminency none of the                                             
kingdom builders like you if you start                                          
talking imminency none of the all                                               
millennialist like you if you start                                             
talking imminency none                                                          
the historical premillennialists like                                           
you that is post-trib premillennialists                                         
like you so if you start talking                                                
imminency there's like six people left                                          
those who are pre-tribulational                                                 
premillennialists that's who likes you                                          
because that's the only place that it                                           
fits and you know it just goes to show                                          
how little doctrines like this really                                           
can be a bellwether on know on where                                            
someone is or what's happening there on                                         
that doctrine of imminence see I                                                
appreciate that Scott has an interesting                                        
comment here really it's about a                                                
four-minute ad that has been running why                                        
does any advertiser believe they are                                            
effective mad madding I think I think                                           
YouTube puts them on producers they                                             
don't like and you're probably right                                            
there let me tell you a little bit about                                        
how YouTube ad works from our end we get                                        
very little money from YouTube                                                  
advertisements maybe thirty dollars a                                           
month it comes in and I realized Scott's                                        
not giving this as a question it was a                                          
comment on there but I want to comment                                          
on it myself                                                                    
I have at one time I turned off                                                 
monetization of all our videos I thought                                        
that meant you wouldn't have to watch                                           
videos but that's not what I excuse me                                          
advertisements that's not what it means                                         
if we don't monetize it it just means                                           
you watch advertisements and we don't                                           



get any money out of it they get all the                                        
money so we go ahead and get our 30                                             
bucks a month I know by the way that                                            
there are I know very specifically of                                           
some YouTube channels out there that                                            
have less views than we have and they                                           
make three four five hundred dollars a                                          
month in advertising                                                            
why because YouTube does have a disdain                                         
for religious broadcasting they don't                                           
want to be a part of that at all and                                            
that it's it's true with Facebook                                               
advertising is true with Amazon we                                              
cannot promote our books on Amazon I get                                        
emails all the time from Amazon you know                                        
I do                                                                            
do a promotion doing bah-bah-bah will                                           
take your money and then I go all the                                           
way through it and they say no we don't                                         
do religious books sorry so there really                                        
is a push against any kind of religious                                         
content on the on the Internet                                                  
Amazon has that push against religious                                          
content by the way can I just say to you                                        
that if you're going to buy a book                                              
especially a religious book don't even                                          
buy it from Amazon I almost say that                                            
about anything I have gotten to the                                             
point now because we do sell things on                                          
Amazon and I have realized that Amazon                                          
takes such a huge cut and Jeff Bezos is                                         
that his name Jeff buffoon he is as                                             
leftist as you can get and I'm thinking                                         
I don't want to give him that money so                                          
what do I do                                                                    
I go to Amazon where I can often find                                           
the best price and I find who who's                                             
putting that out and then I just go to                                          
their website and I buy it straight from                                        
them because I know they make a lot more                                        
money and if the prices are different I                                         
go to and say hey that product is X                                             
dollars on Amazon I'll buy it for you                                           
and they always say yes because Amazon's                                        
gonna take 25% out of it did they take a                                        
huge bite out of all of that                                                    
so forget Jeff bees Austin so you're                                            
going to buy a book or maybe you even                                           
want to buy like Donald Trump Jr's book                                         
that just came out and you say well                                             
that's a secular book go ahead and                                              
contact me because I bet we can get it                                          
for you and we can get it almost always                                         
at the Amazon price and do it there but                                         
we can't compete with Amazon and Amazon                                         
does not want us on there really they                                           
they don't want religious products they                                         
don't want them advertised on there so                                          
certainly don't buy your religious                                              
products from Amazon and my                                                     
encouragement is just always you know go                                        
find the price and then follow it                                               



through takes a little extra time but                                           
it'll do you some good                                                          
ok that's my ranting there let's see let                                        
me go to Vimeo Tony and Georgia has a                                           
question acts 22 verse 17 Paul mentions                                         
coming again to Jerusalem is this the                                           
first recorded is this the visit                                                
recorded earlier in the book of Acts                                            
Acts                                                                            
chapter 22 verse 17 the scripture says                                          
and it came to pass that when I was come                                        
again to Jerusalem even while I prayed                                          
in the temple I was in a trance and saw                                         
him saying to me make haste get out of                                          
Jerusalem I believe yes this is so this                                         
is the same three years later visit we                                          
have it in Acts chapter 9 that Paul was                                         
on the road to Damascus                                                         
three years later he went up for 15 days                                        
he's if I if I can put it this way he's                                         
repeating himself he's not really                                               
repeating himself let me tell you what's                                        
happening in Acts chapter 9 Luke is                                             
completely telling the story in the                                             
third person in Acts chapter 22 Luke is                                         
allowing Paul to tell the story still                                           
yes same visit recorded earlier in the                                          
book of Acts they're actually three                                             
times in the book of Acts that the                                              
conversion story is given and here's the                                        
second time I believe that we see that                                          
thank you Tony for your a good question                                         
there appreciate you being here with us                                         
in Georgia and let's see let's go on                                            
YouTube Young Christian hope and                                                
encouragement                                                                   
are there any right dividing pastors who                                        
preach cool sermon series I find it's                                           
mostly biblical teaching which is                                               
extremely useful in all but do you                                              
disagree with things like that I suppose                                        
the things like that do you mean are a                                          
cool sermon series so you're first of                                           
all you're exactly right that right                                             
dividing pastors almost always are                                              
teaching books of the Bible not only are                                        
they doing that but they are doing it                                           
very slowly and very meticulously they                                          
are going through you know the book of                                          
Galatians and it might take them a year                                         
just slowly working through it or like                                          
we                                                                              
are in the book of Acts we're on session                                        
I think 38 now and we're in Acts chapter                                        
12 so real you know methodically going                                          
through not wanting to miss anything and                                        
that tends to be what right division                                            
pastors do now                                                                  
cool sermon series well I preached                                              
thirty practical doctrines you need to                                          
know or 30 things about the Bible you                                           
need to know I tend not always but I                                            



tend in our Sunday morning sermon hour                                          
not to preach an exegetical book of the                                         
Bible and I do that because of our                                              
setting here we have where we're a                                              
church in a tourist community and we're                                         
in the historic tourist district and                                            
because of that every week we have                                              
people that come from different places                                          
from across America and they're here one                                        
Sunday and they're gone and if I have a                                         
if there's a lot of build up that I have                                        
to go back through every time it makes                                          
it very difficult our church is a little                                        
unique in that there are no there are                                           
other churches that have kind of a high                                         
volume it sometime in the summertime                                            
especially when we have most of our                                             
tourists it may be twenty five percent                                          
of our congregation is actually tourists                                        
during the summertime and so summer                                             
times our big time of the year and our                                          
busy time of the year for a local church                                        
ministry so I tend to do something that                                         
is straight out of the scripture but                                            
they are standalone sermons currently                                           
I'm not in a series and so there are                                            
certainly standalone series now I think                                         
that from time to time there is room for                                        
a pastor to put in to use the young                                             
Christians word to put in cool sermons                                          
oh cool sermon series that is useful                                            
when there really is a topic whether                                            
it's a worldview topic or a doctrinal                                           
topic that does need to be discussed and                                        
it doesn't fit if you're going through                                          
like I did you know going through the                                           
book of Job spending a year in the book                                         
of Job that particular topic never comes                                        
up on our Thursday night series by the                                          
way online series I almost always am in                                         
the book of a Bible in a book of the                                            
Bible like currently I'm in Galatians                                           
but almost always between those theories                                        
I'll do it three or four or five weeks                                          
theories that is a cool sermon series a                                         
topical sermon series like what is                                              
reformed theology that is the essence of                                        
cool isn't it what is reformed theology                                         
and so I will stick those topical sermon                                        
series in there                                                                 
now here's what I would disagree with                                           
the pastor's who always preach topical                                          
sermons theories and never preach                                               
exegetical sermons theories or teach                                            
exegetically in their church I think                                            
that leaves their church hungry I think                                         
that never really matures the the people                                        
within that congregation and again maybe                                        
circumstances say on Sunday morning I                                           
need to preach something that's a little                                        
more topical or a little more standalone                                        
for those sermons but even here so I do                                         



that in the Sunday morning sermon but                                           
immediately prior where you know the                                            
vast majority of our church people are                                          
there I'm teaching verse by verse again                                         
almost always and then we come together                                         
on Wednesday night and I'm teaching                                             
verse by verse so I think there's a                                             
place for the the the topical sermon                                            
series as long as it's not all that's                                           
none if it's all that's done then the                                           
pastor begins to just give his soapbox                                          
and give the things he cares about and                                          
the things he knows about and the pastor                                        
himself will never grow in the word                                             
because he's never forced to deal with                                          
some difficult passages of scripture and                                        
when you're forced to deal with them for                                        
me that's when I begin to learn them                                            
that's when I begin to figure out for                                           
example before I studied second is it                                           
first or second Corinthians first                                               
Corinthians I believe and the in 1st                                            
Corinthians the passage of the                                                  
talks about how women should be silent                                          
in church I didn't know what to do with                                         
that thing                                                                      
and you can't really ever figure out                                            
what to do with it without just working                                         
your way almost every word so I would                                           
not have grown had I not forced myself                                          
to teach the entire book then teaching                                          
the entire book I can come to a passage                                         
fully within context though I really                                            
would disagree with the pastor who's                                            
always topical by the way let me mention                                        
that most pastors are only preaching                                            
once a week which i think is detrimental                                        
to their spiritual or biblical knowledge                                        
and the biblical knowledge and spiritual                                        
health of the church that they're part                                          
of hey I would question any pastor who's                                        
only preaching once a week or teaching                                          
once a weeks and what do you do and you                                         
just must be a businessman or something                                         
because you don't spend 40 hours a week                                         
trying to prepare your 30 minute sermon                                         
and if you do you're probably not a very                                        
good student I'm doing a lot more than                                          
that and you could at least do half of                                          
it you know because you might have kids                                         
growing up or something like that but                                           
you know go for it and do it now                                                
let me add one more thing to it you                                             
speak of cool sermons theories let me                                           
tell you the one thing that I am against                                        
I see it a lot of times that some pastor                                        
will pick up on something cool in                                               
society and maybe it's a sermons                                                
theories that is based upon current                                             
movies or current top 40 hits or current                                        
you know memes on the internet now that                                         
is just utterly dumb we're not we're not                                        



cultural commentators just week after                                           
week trying to pull the spiritual                                               
message that comes from pagan Hollywood                                         
and get a message out of that if you're                                         
doing a series on movies let me just say                                        
this differently if you're at a church                                          
that's doing a series on movies pull                                            
your money that they that they're                                               
probably downloading it                                                         
they're probably                                                                
breaking copyright laws and they're                                             
probably not at all studying the word                                           
they're just gonna give this little                                             
touchy-feely and it's gonna be love God                                         
love others and go get them tiger and                                           
what a waste I mean you can do a better                                         
job at analyzing movie and the spiritual                                        
impact a movie then they can or at least                                        
as good a job because seminary is you                                           
know that's not where they train you to                                         
be you know who was an eagle and eggbert                                        
or whatever you know thumbs-up and                                              
thumbs-down I can't remember the names                                          
anymore                                                                         
but that's just dumb so don't don't do                                          
that kind of sermon series always do a                                          
sermon series even if it's topical the                                          
topic comes from the Word of God the                                            
answer comes from the Word of God                                               
through all that thank you okay and I                                           
Raz I read on and that's where I was                                            
getting into here just lately as like                                           
the local church I go to for instance                                           
introduced his message with the clip                                            
from Late Night with Jimmy Fallon you                                           
know let me just say that I don't even                                          
think Johnny Carson was of spiritual                                            
value but Johnny Carson's like Billy                                            
Graham compared to Jimmy Fallon and I                                           
will admit when I was growing up it was                                         
you know here is Johnny and there were                                          
some funny things that came I think                                             
Johnny Johnny Carson retired in 1992 and                                        
I had some things in my life about that                                         
same time some transitions and I just                                           
kind of remember all that you know Jimmy                                        
who followed Johnny the other guy you                                           
know that was on for 20 years after that                                        
and and at least they were kind of funny                                        
now all these late-night that's nothing                                         
but leftist politics I just I cannot                                            
switch the channel quick enough if it                                           
still happens to be on after the news                                           
that just I wish I could program my                                             
television to either shut off or quickly                                        
get to something else because I'm afraid                                        
you know                                                                        
Neilson might think somebody actually                                           
watches those shows I I don't know I                                            
don't even know about young people today                                        
by the way because young people don't                                           
have TV and maybe they watch clips of                                           



Jimmy Fallon and these other late-night                                         
Dumbo's I'm not I'm not sure if they                                            
even do that I think that these guys are                                        
they don't know that the world has left                                         
them by and nobody really cares and so                                          
the pastor who's starting the sermon                                            
with a you know late night from Jimmy                                           
Fallon he's bringing debauchery into his                                        
church he's bringing leftist into his                                           
church he's bringing somebody who                                               
literally hates everything about what                                           
their what they're doing in that church                                         
and using that to introduce the sermon I                                        
don't I don't know I mean I maybe I'd do                                        
that like once once every 40 years and                                          
probably to tell you what a horrible                                            
worldview is being communicated out                                             
there to bring that out so yeah that                                            
kind of cool stuff unfortunately that's                                         
what they're taught in seminary I don't                                         
have the book rightly trained here but                                          
get the little book rightly trained what                                        
they should be learning in seminary but                                         
what instead what they're learning in                                           
seminary is how to make a hook how to                                           
get some people to listen to you I'm                                            
convinced by the way that young people                                          
and probably think so this is you know                                          
this makes me cool it it helps me                                               
connect to young people I think young                                           
people want content and if young people                                         
want to watch Jimmy Fallon they could                                           
you know get a television they don't                                            
even have one or certainly you know they                                        
don't have antenna or cable TV or all                                           
that I'm telling you those of us who do                                         
have that we're dinosaurs that is a                                             
thing of the past that's done with so                                           
the pastor you know maybe he's 40 years                                         
old and thinks he's cool because he's                                           
using some TV thing and wearing skinny                                          
jeans what what he looks like is is way                                         
out of date and ridiculously dumb so I                                          
if you want to be relevant open up the                                          
Bible and give content out of the Bible                                         
I'm convinced in a sermon content is                                            
king and that's what a young person                                             
would would would much more come and                                            
listen                                                                          
- there I appreciate that while I                                               
happened to be on this name scripture                                           
I'm and take Scott's question what is                                           
the Greek for Trant                                                             
and he picked that up as we were reading                                        
from acts chapter 22 verse 7 teams - I                                          
still have it up I was in a trance                                              
let's check this out here and we're                                             
going to start out we're gonna do this                                          
two ways we're going to start out just                                          
by bringing up the Strong's lexicon X                                           
TASIS X basis here's what I like to do                                          
with these words most of this I just                                            



ignore it's it's mildly interesting                                             
sometimes that it tells me it occurs                                            
seven times and three of those times are                                        
trans and then it's got be amazed twice                                         
amazed ones astonished once now from                                            
there this part here I just totally                                             
ignore because that's somebody's just                                           
kind of trying to give a definition and                                         
might be right might be wrong but it's                                          
only the top part that really is very                                           
good                                                                            
now then from that I happen to know on                                          
this word because I know little Greek                                           
but if you don't know a little Greek                                            
then you look at this from I want to go                                         
to the root word 1839 is the root word                                          
and then you sometimes have to keep                                             
following it back now it says from this                                         
and this so now I can begin to do the                                           
etymology of the word and look it comes                                         
from existing I we get the word exist                                           
from that so the root is ech right here                                         
and ech is out of like exit and histor                                          
my ik histah my histah my you notice                                            
that it says it is translated typically                                         
as stand so let me back up                                                      
back here 2x stasis ech stasis out of a                                         
standing so I already kind of begin to                                          
put this together in my mind to say I                                           
was I was out of a standing I might say                                         
I was beside myself I was removed and                                           
beside myself now what exactly does that                                        
mean                                                                            
it's so it's one of these words that's                                          
going to require some interpretation                                            
already we can see so one thing I would                                         
do is look at Strong's and do a little                                          
etymology now the second thing I would                                          
do is to go back here to the word trance                                        
and select the Strongs word and I just                                          
want to find out every time that Greek                                          
word is used in the scripture here are                                          
those seven times so I can see                                                  
astonished amazed amazed amazement                                              
trance trance trance and I would look at                                        
these three acts like segments here and                                         
I might even want to see are there any                                          
relations relationships here acts 11 I                                          
was in the city of Joppa praying and I                                          
fell into a trance okay so what I can                                           
see here is it's the same thing that                                            
happened to the Apostle Peter is here                                           
Paul is saying that happened to me and I                                        
can think of the Apostle Peter when he's                                        
on the roof and he's seeing the vision                                          
and I can begin to put some context here                                        
and say okay this is what we're talking                                         
about that there is something really                                            
kind of otherworldly going on and I can                                         
begin to look Acts chapter 10 verse 10                                          
he became very hungry would have eaten                                          
but when they made ready he fell into a                                         



trance okay that's the same testimony                                           
that we have from Peter now so three                                            
times trance four times amazed or                                               
astonished in some way and then I can                                           
look at that let's take Luke 526 they                                           
were all amazed and they glorified God                                          
that tells me oh wait a minute they                                             
weren't all in a trance and glorified                                           
God so I can take then Peter on the roof                                        
and say was Peter on the roof maybe he's                                        
not in some sort of hypnosis kind of                                            
thing but rather Peter is standing to go                                        
back here he is standing astonished                                             
amazed in amazement at what took place                                          
and so here's Peter on the roof and he's                                        
like whoa                                                                       
what's happening here and Paul is in the                                        
temple and he is seeing something if we                                         
come back over to the right side of the                                         
screen I was in a trance and saw him                                            
saying unto me make haste get thee                                              
quickly out of Jerusalem now with that                                          
you can see one of the things I even                                            
like to do is to to say can you take the                                        
majority of the words here which is                                             
astonished or amazed and substitute him                                         
so I was in the temple I was amazed and                                         
saw him saying unto me make haste                                               
I think you get a little bit extra light                                        
there now probably when we if we were to                                        
look further into the word we would find                                        
that indeed it was it's used in some                                            
times and some places outside of the                                            
Bible from other Greek literature and we                                        
say okay so I'm sort of I'm gonna stay                                          
out of body experience and the reason I                                         
say that is because it's X TASIS out of                                         
a standing and so I am experiencing                                             
something that is kind of supernatural                                          
we're getting the idea of trance from                                           
the context more as well as the word                                            
I'll say but we go back to those other                                          
passages like in Luke and the context                                           
doesn't say this is an out-of-body                                              
experience this is an ex TASIS they're                                          
just you know like like we would say                                            
when we said boy I was just beside                                              
myself                                                                          
we don't mean I was having an                                                   
out-of-body experience but what what                                            
Peter and Paul are saying in this what I                                        
have used                                                                       
term out-of-body is actually super                                              
natural there's some some kind of vision                                        
that is taking place supernaturally                                             
there through that thank you for the                                            
word asking about the word trance there                                         
and the Bob the Amy and Bob I don't have                                        
to flip the channel because the TV is                                           
already off and more and more I don't                                           
have to flip the channel because I've                                           
already gone to sleep I'm done with it                                          



by that day okay and Tara I agree with                                          
you you know 38 weeks on the series of                                          
Acts to get to Acts chapter 12 verse 17                                         
that's cool that's as cool as you can                                           
get isn't it through all of that I                                              
appreciate that                                                                 
let's see I think that I am not getting                                         
our Facebook feed here perhaps we can                                           
fix that out because I know I have some                                         
questions on Facebook so I will get                                             
there to that and god I'm not exactly                                           
sure if this is a part of a comment                                             
scott has a question dude do the                                                
tourists contribute much I'm not sure                                           
the context there so fill me in on that                                         
and yeah Linda in Lexington who works                                           
for Jeff Bezos I've heard sermons like                                          
that going back to the coolest sermon                                           
series                                                                          
I heard sermons like that in Texas and                                          
here in Kentucky they did a music series                                        
trying to find something Christian in                                           
secular music one song was so bad with                                          
vulgarity the pastor would not even play                                        
it just spike out a few verses out of                                           
the song totally wasteful I totally                                             
agree again sometimes if I I'm not                                              
immune to using cultural illustrations                                          
within a sermon but their illustrations                                         
is all that they are and so to take that                                        
as an illustration somewhere along the                                          
way yeah yeah                                                                   
okay that's all fine and well and good                                          
Jay Leno thanks for helping me with that                                        
question there okay let me now                                                  
catch here what do you thought some                                             
you know I have have not followed Tony                                          
Evans in in quite a few years Tony Evans                                        
went to Dallas Theological Seminary but                                         
so did Andy Stanley didn't do any any                                           
good and you know Dallas Theological                                            
Seminary kind of left their chafer roots                                        
many many years ago which maybe is even                                         
the reason that Schaefer Theological                                            
Seminary was founded as an alternative                                          
to those who wanted that kind of cheery                                         
and theology that had been taught which                                         
was a pretty strong dispensational view                                         
that was taking place there so the the                                          
thing that I would would would become                                           
let me give you the good in the bad the                                         
good is I think dr. Tony Evans is free                                          
grace I like people who are free grace I                                        
like that's that free grace is as the                                           
theology of how you're saved as far as I                                        
know he is not Calvinists and he's not                                          
reformed and he teaches when he shares                                          
the gospel it is believe in the Lord and                                        
you will be saved again that says that                                          
I'm stretching from a few things that                                           
I've seen here I hope I'm right on that                                         
but I think that this is what we've got                                         



here with dr. Tony Evans now the bad                                            
side on dr. Evans is that his I believe                                         
his radio program is called Kingdom                                             
connection and I'd like to say dr. Evans                                        
there ain't no Kingdom connection in                                            
your radio program there's                                                      
connection with the kingdom at all which                                        
means he has bought into this church is                                         
the kingdom or the spiritual life is the                                        
kingdom or advancing the kingdom or                                             
building the kingdom or kingdom now and                                         
am I wrong in that maybe his his                                                
urban/alternative but I nonetheless I                                           
think there's a lot of already not yet                                          
kind of kingdom stuff that is in dr.                                            
Evans teaching and so with that I would                                         
be uncomfortable there because that                                             
always leads to some I know he speaks to                                        
a lot of inner-city issues if you                                               
believe the kingdom is now you're gonna                                         
bring a lot of social justice issues in                                         
there a lot of economic justice a lot of                                        
racial justice issues in there I don't                                          
know if he's done that again just there                                         
by ignorance I don't listen to the                                              
programs but I think that you are that                                          
that that if I'm correct in that kingdom                                        
stuff that would be enough for me to say                                        
I'm not really interested because I                                             
think that Kingdom stuff infiltrates and                                        
affects just about everything I                                                 
appreciate that thank you                                                       
and I understand what Scott means about                                         
the tourists so we're that's what I was                                         
talking about wasn't it about 25% of our                                        
church is tourists during the summer do                                         
they contribute much I assume you mean                                          
financially the answer is no and we                                             
appreciate all that they do contribute                                          
and from time to time somebody will come                                        
through and they do leave a nice gift                                           
behind or sometimes mail one behind from                                        
later and we do appreciate that but                                             
typically you know they they they put                                           
ten or twenty dollars in the offering                                           
plate probably and carry all of that out                                        
our church is                                                                   
very shoestrings budget kind of church                                          
our annual income is maybe $60,000 a                                            
year and so you know we take every five                                         
dollar bill we can find and it becomes a                                        
blessing and God sustains us through it                                         
all and we are encouraged with all that                                         
takes place but I on the for the most                                           
part I don't think there's a lot of                                             
contribution that if it is it's it's                                            
largely in cash and we don't have that                                          
much cash come through and all of our                                           
coins by the way we give to Cory and                                            
Mandy Evans and you might want to do                                            
that to just save up your coins and cash                                        
them in some day and send it to our                                             



missionaries to Taos Cory and Mandy                                             
Evans so we give them a handful of coins                                        
every week and say good lunch and                                               
because they're not on the payroll we                                           
provide them a place to live because we                                         
happen to have a place to live a                                                
hundred-year-old house made out of Adobe                                        
with no central heat no central air and                                         
they love it right Cory yeah good okay                                          
he's giving me a smile so so he'll take                                         
your quarters and we'll take your twenty                                        
dollar bills now that said I tell you                                           
let me say two things about that and the                                        
tourists and their contribution one is                                          
it's a huge contribution for us to have                                         
them there it's a blessing we stop and                                          
we introduce them we have them stand up                                         
and tell us they're from you know of Kim                                        
Colorado's where one of them was that                                           
yesterday you'll have to look a long                                            
time on the map we've got a map on the                                          
wall back there where everyone puts a                                           
pin and we see and it really is an                                              
encouragement to us because it does                                             
boost the size of the congregation and                                          
that's a blessing and an encouragement                                          
to others we're here at the end of                                              
tourist season now prior to the ski                                             
season and so you know this is our slow                                         
time and through through the winter much                                        
more slow and and when the tours start                                          
coming back there really is kind of a an                                        
excitement that comes with that and you                                         
know if people don't want to come to                                            
hear the sermon they'll come to see                                             
where the tourists are coming from so                                           
that                                                                            
in and of itself I'd say is a                                                   
contribution so those of you who are out                                        
and you know you travel from time to                                            
time you go on vacation or business                                             
trips go to church when you're out there                                        
and find some little tiny Church you you                                        
know you can go to a big church and                                             
they're not even gonna know you're there                                        
but in little churches I said this                                              
actually just yesterday we we introduced                                        
one of our guests that came in a little                                         
late and so he missed the introduction                                          
time and I said we've already                                                   
embarrassed everybody else we won't                                             
embarrass you and I said but the truth                                          
is in a small church everybody knows                                            
you're a guest                                                                  
so you just as well be introduced                                               
because they're all saying you know                                             
who's that who's that and we like to                                            
need them so it's a great encouragement                                         
to have that so they contribute that the                                        
the kind comments and might I say the                                           
the the Google or the Facebook reviews                                          
they give that really does help us those                                        



things are huge in today's world and we                                         
appreciate all of that and then let me                                          
also say you know if you and I are                                              
visiting a church and we go to a little                                         
church you know in Kim Kansas and we                                            
visit probably we're not going to                                               
contribute much either we're probably                                           
going to give five or ten or twenty                                             
dollars and give a little so I so I                                             
wouldn't it's not a downer on anybody                                           
through all of that okay that's the                                             
pastor talking there okay from Facebook                                         
is prophecy being fulfilled in this time                                        
of God's grace I heard it wasn't but                                            
what about Israel in 1948 thank you for                                         
that question mark on on Facebook you                                           
know I I somewhat have changed my my                                            
tune on this                                                                    
I used to say yes prophecy is being                                             
fulfilled and even 1948 I said that                                             
because that's what a lot of                                                    
dispensationalists say and because it                                           
kind of looks like that now later on as                                         
I began to refine my theology I began to                                        
recognize that this is an age of God's                                          
silence                                                                         
it is a it is not a prophetic age that                                          
there are that that this is not an age                                          
of prophetic fulfillment now the                                                
question is can any prophecy be                                                 
fulfilled in the mystery age and I think                                        
when we look at some of the prophecies                                          
like Ezekiel 38 and 39                                                          
these are prophecies which is that the                                          
return of the Exiles by the way to the                                          
Land of Israel to their homeland                                                
these are prophecies that that take a                                           
while to carry out and that can                                                 
certainly be building up and into it so                                         
for example I don't I know that the                                             
temple has to be rebuilt someday it                                             
wouldn't bother me if it was built                                              
before the rapture or after the rapture                                         
I think that the the fulfillment of that                                        
prophetic requirement could happen today                                        
now I think we do get into a little bit                                         
of danger if we find that or if we pin                                          
dates like 1948 or 1967 and we pin those                                        
down and say here is where God has                                              
fulfilled the prophecy I don't think God                                        
has fulfilled any prophecies during our                                         
age and I don't think that he is going                                          
to totally fulfill them so 1948 and 1967                                        
may all flow into this prophetic River                                          
which is going to be fulfilled someday                                          
but there it's not really the                                                   
fulfillment of prophecy it is the end                                           
times coming about and I don't have a                                           
problem with that taking place those end                                        
times coming about thank you for all of                                         
that and let's see young Christian comes                                        
back in a good point when I say cool I                                          



don't really                                                                    
cool what I would what is really cool is                                        
the correct gospel amen amen                                                    
likewise my local pastor I don't mean                                           
state too badly of him just a state was                                         
being taught justified female leaders                                           
with Christ speaking to Mary Magdalene                                          
Joanna instead of us once he raises from                                        
the dead Jesus is raised from the dead                                          
and they preached the disciples likewise                                        
the mention of female deacons yeah the                                          
whole women learned in silence thing                                            
reaffirmed twice in the Bible is                                                
explained as a cultural thing                                                   
okay bygone era okay so you've got a                                            
pastor here who again takes like the                                            
woman women in silence or the women                                             
preaching or teaching and assigns that                                          
culturally which i think is always a                                            
slippery slope because what's the next                                          
thing that's cultural so I agree with                                           
you on it and you're exactly right                                              
what's cool is when somebody gets the                                           
gospel right amen                                                               
and appreciate that god bless you let's                                         
see we've got my screen jumping around                                          
here that's what we've got so where are                                         
we sorry about that                                                             
give me to the next question there if                                           
there's one on there just so I can see                                          
where we are I think I saw some there                                           
and maybe not but they're gonna control                                         
my screen for me and find that next                                             
question that is there if I have missed                                         
any of those questions that have come                                           
through maybe that maybe we got them all                                        
so while they're checking for other                                             
questions I am going to take a question                                         
that came in in advance and we're about                                         
out of time here in a 8 or 10 minutes                                           
anyway John chapter 11 verse 24 question                                        
that comes from Scott came in in                                                
advanced got a regular listener thank                                           
you John 1124 let me bring this                                                 
up on the screen and read it to you and                                         
then we'll have the question John 1124                                          
Martha said unto him I know that he                                             
Lazarus shall rise again in the                                                 
resurrection at the last day and Jesus                                          
said I am the resurrection the life he                                          
that believeth though he were dead yet                                          
shall he live                                                                   
whosoever liveth and believeth in me                                            
shall never die believe us now this now                                         
here's where we get into the question                                           
that comes from Scott he says I was                                             
reading a bit in Clarence Larkins book                                          
dispensational truth on page 11 where he                                        
was describing the rapture and using                                            
John 11:25 through 26 which we just read                                        
to make his point so the question is                                            
does John haven't have knowledge of the                                         



mystery at this point the mystery of                                            
course is let me say that differently                                           
the rapture is completely tied to the                                           
mystery you have no rapture outside of                                          
the mystery the mystery age in which we                                         
live the parenthetical age in which we                                          
live the rapture is completely part of                                          
that so could John chapter 11 be part of                                        
the mystery or did John have knowledge                                          
of the mystery at this point or was                                             
Jesus somehow revealing the mystery and                                         
the rapture in John chapter 11 or you                                           
could add John chapter 14 in Clarence                                           
Larkin I'm gonna take Scott's word for                                          
it on page 11 of dispensational truth                                           
the greatest book of dispensational                                             
truth ever printed as it says on the                                            
cover and whether or not that's rapture                                         
and going on a few additional insights                                          
into the question is the remnant of                                             
Israel raised with us was the Rhett what                                        
resurrection was Mary referring to is                                           
there another resurrection of Jewish                                            
Saints it's the last day well it's the                                          
last day so many good things that come                                          
in I think again I'm gonna take your                                            
word Scott that that's exactly what                                             
Clarence Larkin says and I think that                                           
Clarence Larkin is wrong on that                                                
I think that there's a lot of teachers                                          
that are wrong them on John and the                                             
rapture typically they will go with John                                        
14 but it's the same issue can you have                                         
the rapture taught before the rapture                                           
was revealed now they might say well the                                        
people who were hearing did not know                                            
that this was the rapture but later they                                        
found out it was the rapture the problem                                        
with that is that Paul teaches something                                        
different in Ephesians chapter 3 verse 8                                        
he says unto me whom least of all those                                         
things is this grace given this grace                                           
given right by the way is referring to                                          
the mystery age so to me is the mystery                                         
age given you can confirm that through                                          
the previous eight verses that I should                                         
preach among the Gentiles the                                                   
unsearchable riches of Christ now here                                          
it says the riches of Christ related to                                         
the grace that was given to Paul the                                            
riches of Christ related to the mystery                                         
in fact let me go on and we'll come back                                        
here in verse 9 to make all men see what                                        
is the Fellowship of the mystery which                                          
from the beginning of the world hath                                            
been hid in God so if we agree that Paul                                        
knows what he's talking about can we                                            
agree on that and we agree that the                                             
mystery was from the beginning of the                                           
world hid in God and we go back to the                                          
word unsearchable                                                               
it was unsearchable then can you search                                         



it prior to the point where it was                                              
revealed to Paul no you can't so that is                                        
one of those things that sets up a curb                                         
for us it's you know you stay between                                           
the curbs and the more you study the                                            
Bible the more you establish these curbs                                        
and they keep you in bounds and so you                                          
immediately say wait John 11 about the                                          
rapture the rapture the thing of the                                            
mystery and the                                                                 
mystery was unsearchable before Paul it                                         
cannot be the rapture so you're able to                                         
put that aside you say I don't want to                                          
put that aside well then put Ephesians                                          
3:8 aside it's what you got to do you                                           
got to say Ephesians 3:8 is wrong                                               
because I'm not willing to say this is                                          
not the rapture I think you're much                                             
better off to say this can't be the                                             
rapture because Ephesians 3:8 has to be                                         
right and therefore this John 11 has to                                         
be talking about something different so                                         
when you come into it then you would                                            
begin to say okay what's the difference                                         
well I I know that he shall rise again                                          
excuse me in the resurrection at the                                            
last day                                                                        
well first of all is the rapture the                                            
last day absolutely not it's not the                                            
last day for Israel and Mary and Martha                                         
and Lazarus are certainly a part of                                             
Israel it's not the last day for you                                            
know the world what is it it's not it's                                         
not ever described as the last day and                                          
so you would begin to let scripture                                             
interpret Scripture and of course my                                            
favorite tool the easiest tool anyway is                                        
treasury of Scripture knowledge and if                                          
we just go to John 1124 and begin to                                            
look through here's some examples it's                                          
going to give to us and we can look at                                          
Daniel chapter 12 verse 2 many of them                                          
that sleep in the dust of the earth                                             
shall awake some to everlasting life                                            
some to shame and everlasting contempt                                          
that must be the last day resurrection                                          
week obviously would have to go through                                         
a lot more to determine that but I think                                        
what is talking about is it's talking                                           
about the resurrection that comes when                                          
Jesus comes now I might even say that                                           
Mary and Martha did not even know nor                                           
did anyone at that point didn't know                                            
that the resurrection of the last day                                           
was actually divided into the first                                             
resurrection in the second resurrection                                         
that wasn't revealed until the days of                                          
John so like Daniel they're taking it                                           
all as one resurrection that information                                        
had                                                                             
been given and that's not information                                           
about the mystery it's information about                                        



the second coming that hadn't been given                                        
in progressive revelations so they only                                         
know what has been revealed so does John                                        
have knowledge of the mystery at this                                           
point I when he wrote when he was                                               
writing the Gospel of John he had                                               
knowledge of the mystery but he's not                                           
writing the mystery into the Gospel of                                          
John he is quoting the words of Jesus                                           
and the if I can say it this way without                                        
offending you Jesus didn't have                                                 
knowledge of the mystery at this point                                          
Jesus were first of all you didn't eat                                          
himself taking on the form of a servant                                         
even of a man of a man even of a servant                                        
he had emptied himself but also might I                                         
say that the mystery was hidden in God                                          
the Father as we see from chapter 8 is                                          
the remnant of Israel raised with us at                                         
the rapture no I don't think so I think                                         
that only the body of Christ is raised                                          
at the rapture                                                                  
what resurrection is Mary referring to                                          
the one in the last days which now we                                           
know again would be the first                                                   
resurrection                                                                    
is there another resurrection of Jewish                                         
Saints at the last day I don't think so                                         
I think this is a reference to the                                              
second coming and that last day that is                                         
then Greg asked a good question here                                            
related to the rapture since the rapture                                        
closes the mystery Church will it fall                                          
on any Jewish holiday there's a lot of                                          
teaching that you know it's the Feast of                                        
Trumpets it'll be one of these Jewish                                           
holidays in which it comes I think                                              
that's all based upon a false premise                                           
that messes up a lot of what we thought                                         
were good Bible studies about the Jewish                                        
feasts and most of those are taught by                                          
good conservative people but I've taught                                        
some stuff that's wrong before I don't                                          
have a problem with it so I'm not                                               
surprised if some good conservative                                             
bible-believing preacher is teaching the                                        
Feast of the or the Feast of the Jews                                           
and and reads the church into that I                                            
think again it's a mystery there are no                                         
traces of it                                                                    
as a matter of fact that that word in                                           
Ephesians what was it                                                           
Ephesians chapter 3 verse 8 the word                                            
unsearchable if we go to it here and                                            
pull it up in Strong's over here and ik                                         
e ik Neos and ik ik nostos it's hard one                                        
to say look it comes from the negator                                           
and it's often an a unless it's aligned                                         
with a vowel so an egg is out of we saw                                         
that there so not out of igneous toes                                           
ignacio's is if we can find it comes                                            
from Ignacio and ignis if that didn't                                           



pop up quite right ignosi is the steps                                          
or the tracks the footprints and look up                                        
if you want even get a subscription                                             
today to the Journal of economics ignore                                        
ah--this are people who studied tracts                                          
and prints and thanks so you can't in                                           
the Jewish feast find traces of that                                            
which is untraceable so again it                                                
provides some curbs for us that keep us                                         
in the lined now from facebook from                                             
Roger in Arizona related also wouldn't                                          
the fact that John was written in 85 90                                         
AD have any bearing on the rapture                                              
discussion only if excuse me only if it                                         
was a commentary of John if it's the                                            
words of Jesus that John is quoting                                             
which in John 11 certainly appears to be                                        
if it's the words of Jesus that John is                                         
quoting then if you make that about the                                         
rapture then you're giving traces of                                            
the rapture now what we do have in John                                         
is because he wrote during the age of                                           
the mystery he didn't write about all                                           
that kingdom stuff he wrote about things                                        
that had to do with believing and he                                            
interpreted so much Judaism for us in                                           
the Gospel of John John's the Gospel as                                         
say you know things like there was                                              
approaching the Passover which was a                                            
feast of the Jews he gives these                                                
definitions along the way because he                                            
knows he's got a a post mystery                                                 
revelation and Gentile audience there                                           
and it's given and and yet at the same                                          
time I don't think that means that John                                         
has now discovered things of the mystery                                        
that are there let me say that                                                  
differently he's not discovered things                                          
of the rapture that are in there now                                            
what he is doing is taking the things                                           
that Jesus said about belief which I                                            
might add applied perfectly to the                                              
previous dispensation but also have                                             
relevance in this mystery dispensation                                          
and so he's specifically picking those                                          
words of Jesus that do have some                                                
application for belief and belief is                                            
what he's what is the discussion that                                           
John is giving there okay today there                                           
are many Jewish Christians believers in                                         
Messiah will they not be caught up                                              
together with us at the rapture we look                                         
as we consider that I would say yes they                                        
will I don't know exactly how this works                                        
and I'm not sure anybody does Thank You                                         
Helga from Norway so a Jew today let's                                          
say in Israel who accepts Jesus Christ                                          
as their Lord and Savior they place                                             
their faith in Jesus Christ I think that                                        
that person is going to be raptured I                                           
don't think that removes them from the                                          
the blessings of the kingdom I think                                            



somehow they have a dual blessing that                                          
is given by virtue of the fact that                                             
they're Jewish                                                                  
and virtue of the fact that they're                                             
Christians so they're raptured out and                                          
they missed the tribulation the day of                                          
Jacob's trouble and then somehow they                                           
would reign with the Lord later is the                                          
way is the manner in the means in which                                         
I would put that there thank you Helga                                          
for that question okay I think that we                                          
have lots of good discussion go let's                                           
see did I get them all I think I did get                                        
them all good                                                                   
lots of good discussion going on there                                          
thank you I appreciate all of you                                               
joining us like Linda and Helga and                                             
Roger and Home Bible College and Ryan                                           
and on and on we go thanks for being                                            
here with us it is a blessing to be here                                        
we'll be a full schedule this week and                                          
that is five days a week 10:00 a.m.                                             
mountain time of ask the theologian will                                        
be on Wednesday night talking about the                                         
book of Haggai that we started last week                                        
will be on Thursday night working                                               
through the book of Galatians we'll be                                          
back Sunday for a Bible study and                                               
worship our sermon time I hope you'll                                           
come and join us and I will see you                                             
tomorrow morning at 10:00 a.m. mountain                                         
time whatever time that is for you                                              
wherever you are in the world thanks for                                        
joining us out there live or on the                                             
archives been a blessing to be with you                                         
today                                                                           
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